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To organize all aspect of a busy office and work schedule. To deal with day to day 
corporations including business and community responsibilities. Organize the 
boss's daily routine and implement whatever activities that is so required of me.

2007 – 2009
LOAN ASSISTANT III - ABC CORPORATION

 Acquired, adjusted and amended loan applications.
 Provided loan consultation to clients and reviewed applications for 

completeness.
 Handled clients relationships with potential lenders.
 Gathered analyzed and identified employment, credit ratings, and verified funds

for possible new clients.
 Cultivated positive and lasting relationships with clients, lenders, attorneys, real

estate agents, tax assessors, title companies and housing code inspectors.
 Established and maintained communications with all parties evolved.
 Maintained detailed databases utilizing Calyx Point automated programs.

2006 – 2007
LOAN ASSISTANT - ABC CORPORATION

 Select, prepared and edit legal documents relating to loans Chose documents 
based on the limits of each loan set in place by the Loan Officer assigned Leads 
the borrower through the final steps of loan processing.

 Review initial and renewal insurance policies to ensure that the coverage meets 
the agencys requirements to protect the collateral and/or property Calculate 
and provide to the insurance company the amount of coverage required.

 Monitor policy expiration dates to ensure coverage remains in place Record a 
variety of documents with a variety of state, private and federal agencies 
Determine closing costs, adding fees from various agencies.

 Verify amortization schedules Ensure that all necessary documentation to 
release collateral used to secure loans has been obtained and that liens are 
released in a timely manner when a loan has been paid off Verify the lien 
position of collateral and contact the necessary agencies if the lien position 
does not meet agency requirements.

 Review title insurance policy to ensure that all liens have been cleared Prepare 
modification agreements, obtains borrowers signatures Maintain UCC tracking 
system of expiration dates of financing statements and continuations.

 Verify that the monthly report is accurate, correct all discrepancies Advised 
applicants or their agents of any deficiencies which must be rectified before 
closing may be completed Obtain credit reports and utilizes skip tracing to 
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locate current addresses Enter loan and borrower information on computer 
tracking system.

 Contact by phone, mail and e-mail the borrowers, Coast Guard, IRS, Recorders 
Offices throughout the state, brokers, insurance companies, Child Support, 
CFEC, and other state and federal agencies as well as private sector offices.

EDUCATION

- (graduate Grove High School)

SKILLS

Management, Human Resources, Human Resources, Office Management.
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